
http://grovecanada.ca/how-to-see-a-lump-in-your-breast-
by-sari-grove/ This is a Do it Yourself Instructional for how 
to see a lump in your breast(or anywhere else)...You need 
a camera, & a computer so you can go to the website 
http://www.fotoflexer.com to edit the picture...

Here are free versions of our books online...(UNDER 10 
Megabyte size & you can view them on your Kindle for iPhone or 
desktop or whatever...)Smashwords publishes these for us...

http://www.smashwords.com/books/byseries/12515 

Here are full size versions of the books online(the pictures are 
better...) free too! (Scribd hosts these for us)

Book 1 Grove Body Part Chart:A Medical Arts Innovation

Book 2 Do it Yourself medicine:A repair Manual

Book 3Algae+Rhythm, Algae-Rhyme:Apt surgical rotation App

Book 4Grove Health Science series:Book 4

Book 5Book V:The brain

Book 6RepoWoman:Book 6

Book 7Lucky Book 7:Homework textbook for the Keen medical 
Mind

Book 8An introduction to how the human machine works & how to 
get rid of a breast cancer lump

Some Links for the DIY Cancer Repair Manual 
Group...love, Sari Grove & thanks for being here!
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DIY Cancer Repair Manual is the name of our Facebook 
group...

My name is Sari Grove

My main website is at http://www.grovecanada.ca but if 
you happen to Google my name, you will find several 
previous websites which got filled up quickly with my 
research notes...I tend to move on to a brand new site or 
blog when I feel something is just getting too full...(or I 
need to upgrade to something that loads faster or is more 
responsive)...

Please feel free to write to me directly at grove@sent.com 
especially if you need help with editing your pictures or 
interpreting what you see...
The DIY “Thermogram” helped me tremendously to track 
what was happening daily as I tried new alternative things 
to get rid of a breast lump...
I know how important it is to see if something is working or 
not...Donʼt be shy to write or send me pictures if you need 
help...Every time I help someone, I end up learning 
something new myself...

So glad you are here,

Hugs,
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Sari 

Grove
 Sunday August 9, 2015 in my bathrobe...
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